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ABSTRACT 

 A password is a secret word or phrase that must be used to gain access on websites. 

That password access can either be an application, a network, documents, and data in a 

computer system. Generally, a password should consist of something that is hard to guess, so 

that it will remain a secret. However, with our increasing dependence on the Internet, using 

static password to gain access to a system is no longer safe. This is because static passwords 

can be cracked, guessed or stolen. Hackers are getting better each day at cracking 

sophisticated passwords. Once this happened, they can gain access to your private network 

and steal your sensitive business information such as your customer database, emails or 

financial information. To reduce the damage of phishing and spyware attacks, banks, 

governments, and other security-sensitive industries are deploying one-time password 

systems, where users have many passwords and use each password only once. The 

motivation for using one-time passwords is that the compromise of one password should not 

affect the security of sessions involving another password. In this paper, we proposed about a 

survey of one-time password. The one-time password serves to mutually authenticate the 

client and the server; there are no other long-term values like public keys or certificates. 

Authentication is based on knowledge of the shared password.  

 

KEYWORDS — One-time password, Network security, password reuse, password stealing. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________

____                                                     
I. INTORDUCTION 

A one-time password (OTP) is a password that is valid for only one login session or 

transaction. OTPs avoid a number of shortcomings that are associated with traditional (static) 

passwords. The most important shortcoming that is addressed by OTPs is that, in contrast to 

static passwords, they are not vulnerable to replay attacks. This means that a potential 

intruder who manages to record an OTP that was already used to log into a service or to 

conduct a transaction will not be able to abuse it, since it will be no longer valid. A reusable 

password is one that does not change for each authentication. The same password travels 

across the network every time the user authenticates. These passwords are vulnerable to 

eavesdropping on the network. To combat these, one-time passwords (OTPs) were invented. 

These are passwords that are used exactly once. Computer crackers utilize resources to obtain 

the information necessary to impersonate other users. Sniffer programs that capture password 

information from packets from well-known services such as telnet and ftp have been found 

all over the Internet. Authentication Systems based on one-time passwords are more secure 

than one is that rely on reusable passwords. For example, remote access usually requires the 

user to enter a password or pass phrase. This secret usually travels across insecure network in 

the clear. In the case of one-time passwords, the danger of eavesdropping is eliminated 

because once a password is used, it is no longer useful. If a one-time password system is 

implemented properly, breaking it requires sophisticated, active attacks that are beyond the 

abilities of most attackers, such as play in the middle attacks. 

Time-synchronized OTPs are widely deployed but are subject to problems caused by 

clock skew. That is, if the authentication server and the user token don't keep the same time, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passwords
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Password
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Replay_attack
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then the expected OTP value won't be produced and the user authentication will fail. With 

time-synchronized OTPs, the user typically must enter the password within a certain period 

of time before it's considered expired and another one must be generated. A counter-

synchronized OTP solution synchronizes a counter between the client device and the server. 

The counter is advanced each time an OTP value is requested of the device. Just like with 

time-synchronized OTPs [11], when the user wants to log on, he enters the OTP that is 

currently displayed on the device. Challenge-based OTPs are a special case and also often use 

a hardware device. However, the user must provide a known value, such as a personal 

identification number (PIN), to cause the OTP to be generated. This type of OTP is currently 

being rolled out in Europe to add authentication to credit and debit cards. The OTP solutions 

in use today are all built on some sort of cryptographic processing to generate the current 

password from a synchronization parameter (that is, the time or counter value), a secret key, 

and possibly a PIN. For example, hash-based OTPs use cryptographic hashing algorithms to 

compute the password. As you know, a cryptographic hash is a one-way function that maps 

an arbitrary length message to a fixed-length digest. Thus, a hash-based OTP starts with the 

inputs (synchronization parameter, secret key, PIN), runs them through the one-way function, 

and produces the fixed-length password. 

II. METHODS OF DELIVERING THE OTP 

A. Text messaging 

A common technology used for the delivery of OTPs is text messaging. Because text 

messaging is a ubiquitous communication channel, being directly available in nearly all 

mobile handsets and, through text-to-speech conversion, to any mobile or landline telephone, 

text messaging has a great potential to reach all consumers with a low total cost to 

implement. However, the cost of text messaging for each OTP may not be acceptable to some 

users. OTP over text messaging may be encrypted using an A5/x standard, which several 

hacking groups report can be successfully decrypted within minutes or seconds, or the OTP 

over SMS might not be encrypted by one's service-provider at all. In addition to threats from 

hackers, the mobile phone operator becomes part of the trust chain. In the case of roaming, 

more than a single mobile phone operator has to be trusted. Anyone using this information 

may mount a man-in-the-middle attack. 

B. Mobile phones 

A mobile phone keeps costs low because a large customer-base already owns a 

mobile phone for purposes other than generating OTPs. The computing power and storage 

required for OTPs is usually insignificant compared to that which modern camera-phones and 

smart phones typically use. Mobile phones additionally support any number of tokens within 

one installation of the application, allowing a user the ability to authenticate to multiple 

resources from one device. This solution also provides model-specific applications to the 

user's mobile phone. However, a cell phone used as a token can be lost, damaged, or stolen. 

C. Proprietary tokens 

A variant of the proprietary token was proposed by RSA in 2006 and was described as 

"ubiquitous authentication", in which RSA would partner with manufacturers to add physical 

Secure ID chips to devices such as mobile phones. Recently, it has become possible to take 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Text_messaging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A5/1#Security
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptanalysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man-in-the-middle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SecurID
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the electronic components associated with regular key for OTP tokens and embed them in a 

credit card form factor. However, the thinness of the cards, at 0.79mm to 0.84mm thick, 

prevents standard components or batteries from being used.  

 

D. Web-based methods 

Authentication-as-a-service providers offer various web-based methods for delivering 

one-time passwords without the need for tokens. One such method relies on the user’s ability 

to recognize pre-chosen categories from a randomly-generated grid of pictures. When first 

registering on a website, the user chooses several secret categories of things; such as dogs, 

cars, boats and flowers. Each time the user logs into the website they are presented with a 

randomly-generated grid of pictures. Each picture in the grid has a randomly-generated 

alphanumeric character overlaid on it. The user looks for the pictures that fit their pre-chosen 

categories and enters the associated alphanumeric characters to form a one-time access code. 

E. Paper 

Paper-based OTP web-site login is used for online banking, the bank sends to the user 

a numbered list of OTPs that are printed on paper. For every online transaction, the user is 

required to enter a specific OTP from that list. Some banks even dispatch such TANs to the 

user's mobile phone via SMS, in which case they are called mTANs (for 'mobile TANs'). 

III. THE SURVEY OF ONE-TIME PASSWORD 

 

A. Secure Web Authentication with Mobile Phones 

M. Wu, S. Garfunkel, and R. Miller (2004) [1] proposed a solution to the problem 

using a mobile phone as a hand-held authentication token. A security proxy which allows the 

system to be used with unmodified third-party web services. Main goal is to create a system 

that is both secure and highly usable. In this model, a user (U) that wishes to use an Internet 

kiosk (K) to access a remote service (R) requiring authentication would instead connect to the 

trusted security proxy (P). The proxy mediates all aspects of the user’s communication with 

the remote service, stores U’s username and password and can use credentials to log in to R. 

P also stores a mobile phone number for each user. Fig. 1 illustrates the authentication 

process, which has eight steps:  

1) The user directs K’s browser to contact P. 

2) U types username into K, which sends it to P.  

3) P randomly chooses a word from a dictionary and displays it as a ―session name‖ on 

K’s browser.  

4) The same word is sent to M in an SMS message. This SMS message contains a link 

that directs M’s built-in WAP browser to contact a dynamically-generated page on P. 

This page presents U with a choice to allow or deny the session.  

5) U looks at the session name displayed on K and  

6) Verifies that the same session name is displayed on M. 

7) If the session names match, U chooses ―yes‖ to allow the session.  

8) Once authenticated, P operates like a traditional web proxy, with the exception that P 

maintains the user’s web cookies in a secure ―cookie jar‖ so that the cookies, which 
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may contain authentication information (e.g., a stored password), are never provided 

to K. If U chooses to disallow the session, U is asked if fraud has taken place. Fraud 

might result if a keystroke logger recorded U’s username and a replay attack is taking 

place. In this case, U can select an option on M that will lock user account until 

further notice. When U finishes using R, user can terminate the session either by 

closing K’s browser or by revisiting the approval page on M and disallowing the 

session. Being able to terminate the session from the cell phone is useful for those 

cases when the user walks away from the kiosk but forgets to log out. The proxy will 

also expire the user’s session after a short idle time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Authentication Protocol 

This protocol is designed to address and consider the two most likely security threats: 

(1) K remembers connection information for replay attack at a later time. (2) P receives two 

simultaneous connections from different kiosks, each claiming to be the same user. This 

method address both of these through the use of a unique session name (SN) for each user’s 

session that is displayed, and a nonce (N) that is transmitted to M with both the SMS message 

and the WAP page. SN is an easy way for the user to verify that the session displayed on K 

matches the session displayed on M; N prevents forged replies from an attacker who knows 

SN but does not have possession of M. Moreover, SSL connection to P and a session cookie 

sent to K over SSL prevent impersonations of P and user’s session. Security of the system 

depends on the security of messages sent by SMS and WAP, which are encrypted with A5. 

Some services require users to periodically type their passwords during a session when 

switching from one area of the service to an area of higher security. The proxy can observe 

such password requests and satisfy them directly and optionally by receiving specific 

authorization from the user’s mobile phone. In the event that new confidential information 

needs to be provided, the user could type ―SECRET‖ in a form and have this request satisfied 

through request by P to M. The user is always aware as to the current state of the 

authentication process. When the user disallows authentication at M, the user is given the 

choice whether or not to disable the username. 

B. Phoolproof Phishing Prevention 

B. Parno, C. Kuo, and A. Perrig (2006) [2] proposed phoolproof for protecting 

financial institutions, phishing is a particularly insidious problem, since trust forms the 
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foundation for customer relationships, and phishing attacks undermine confidence in an 

institution. Phishing attacks succeed by exploiting a user’s inability to distinguish legitimate 

sites from spoofed sites. Most prior research focuses on assisting the user in making this 

distinction; however, users must make the right security decision every time. Unfortunately, 

humans are ill-suited for performing the security checks necessary for secure site 

identification, and a single mistake may result in a total compromise of the user’s online 

account. Fundamentally, users should be authenticated using information that they cannot 

readily reveal to malicious parties. Placing less reliance on the user during the authentication 

process will enhance security and eliminate many forms of fraud. Phoolproof proposed using 

a trusted device to perform mutual authentication that eliminates reliance on perfect user 

behaviour, thwarts Man-in-the-Middle attacks after setup, and protects a user’s account even 

in the presence of keyloggers and most forms of spyware. 

To enable phoolproof system for an online account, the user must establish a shared 

secret with the server. These mechanisms for establishing a shared secret rely on institutions 

to implement measures that ensure 1) their new customers are who they say they are, and 2) 

the information in existing customer’s files is accurate. Institutions have dealt with this 

problem since well before the existence of computers, and thus, they have well-established 

techniques for doing so. The out-of-band channel used for establishing a shared secret can 

take many forms. For example, banks often utilize the postal service as a trusted side-

channel. Alternatively, a telephone call may suffice. Banks could provide the shared secret at 

ATMs by displaying the shared secret in the form of a barcode that the user could photograph 

with the camera on a cellphone. As another possibility, initial account setup could be 

performed on the premises of the financial institution. That way, employees can be trained to 

assist users with setup; users’ identification can be checked in person; and users can trust that 

they are associating with the correct institution. Trusted financial institutions could also 

provide setup services for organizations that lack brick-and-mortar infrastructure, such as 

online vendors. Once the user’s account has been enabled, the server will refuse access to the 

account unless the user is properly authenticated via the established public key pair and 

username/password combination. Thus, even if the user is tricked into revealing private 

information to a phisher or a social engineer, the attacker still cannot access the user’s 

account. A user who wishes to access the account must always initiate the connection using 

the secure bookmark on the cellphone. As an alternative, we could have the cellphone detect 

when a user navigates to a previously registered site. However, a cellphone is ill-equipped to 

detect if the user visits a phishing site and thus will be unable to prevent the user from 

disclosing private information to malicious parties. 

C. Bump in the Ether: A Framework for Securing Sensitive Input 

J. McCune, A. Perrig, and M. Reiter (2006) [4] proposed Bump in the Ether (BitE), an 

approach for preventing user-space malware from accessing sensitive user input and 

providing the user with additional confidence that input is being delivered to the expected 

application. Rather than preventing malware from running or detecting already-running 

malware. This method facilitates user input that bypasses common avenues of attack. User 
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input traverses a trusted tunnel from the input device to the application. This trusted tunnel is 

implemented using a trusted mobile device working in tandem with a host platform capable 

of attesting to its current software state. Based on a received attestation, the mobile device 

verifies the integrity of the host platform and application provides a trusted display through 

which the user selects the application to which user inputs should be directed and encrypts 

those inputs so that only the expected application can decrypt them. Using security-sensitive 

applications on current computer systems exposes the user to numerous risks. User level 

malware such as keyloggers, spyware or Trojans often monitor and log every keystroke. BitE  

protects user input against user-space malware. This assumes attackers are capable of 

passive monitoring and active injection attacks on the network link between the user’s trusted 

mobile device and their host platform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 BitE System Architecture 

This paper assume the user’s mobile device is not compromised, although discuss the 

possibility of using mutual attestation between the mobile device and host platform to detect 

a compromised mobile device. Some of the steps and common usage for BitE. 

 Building an association between the trusted mobile device and the host platform. This 

is performed once for each trusted mobile device and host platform pair. 

 Registering applications on the host platform for use with BitE. This is performed 

once for each registered application on a particular trusted mobile device and host 

platform pair. 

 Sending user input to a registered application. This is performed every time secure 

input to a registered application is required.  

Fig. 2 illustrates BitE authentication system design. Bump in the Ether atmosphere is 

a system that uses a trusted mobile device as a proxy between a keyboard and a TPM-

equipped host platform to establish a trusted tunnel for user input to applications. The 

resulting tunnel is an end-to-end encrypted, authenticated tunnel all the way from a user’s 

mobile device to an application running on the host platform. BitE places specific emphasis 

on these design issues:  
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 Malware such as software keyloggers, spyware, and Trojans running at user level will 

be unable to capture the user’s input.  

 Operation of BitE is convenient and intuitive for users. 

 BitE is feasible today on commodity hardware. 

 BitE offers some protection for legacy applications. 

 D. Using a Personal Device to Strengthen Password Authentication from an Untrusted 

Computer 

M. Mannan and P. van Oorschot (2007) [5] proposed strengthen password 

authentication, Keylogging and phishing attacks can extract user identity and sensitive 

account information for unauthorized access to user’s financial accounts. Most existing or 

proposed solutions are vulnerable to session hijacking attacks. This paper proposed a simple 

approach to counter these attacks, which cryptographically separates a user’s long-term secret 

input from (typically untrusted) client PCs, a client PC performs most computations but has 

access only to temporary secrets. The user’s long-term secret (typically short and low-

entropy) is input through an independent personal trusted device such as a cell phone. The 

personal device provides a user’s long-term secrets to a client PC only after encrypting the 

secrets using a pre-installed, ―correct‖ public key of a remote service. The proposed protocol 

(MP-Auth) realizes such an approach, and is intended to safeguard passwords from 

keyloggers, other malware, phishing attacks and pharming, as well as to provide transaction 

security to foil session hijacking.  

Hence passwords are a prime target of attackers, for economically motivated exploits 

including those targeting online bank accounts and identity theft. An increasing number of 

phishing sites also install key loggers on user PCs, even when users do not download or click 

any link on those sites. This simple challenge-response effectively turns a user’s long-term 

password into a one-time password in such a way that long-term passwords are not revealed 

to phishing websites. The resulting protocol, called MP-Auth, is proposed primarily to protect 

a user’s long-term password input through an untrusted client PC.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                  Fig. 3 MP-Auth Protocol Steps 

For usability and other reasons, the client PC is used for the resulting interaction with 

the website, and performs most computations (e.g. session encryption, HTML rendering etc.) 
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but has access only to temporary secrets. The capabilities require from a mobile device 

include encryption, alpha-numeric keypad, short-range network connection (wire-line or 

Bluetooth), and a small display. Fig. 3 illustrates the MP-Auth protocol steps for secure 

communication. This method proposed MP-Auth, a protocol for web authentication which is 

resilient to keyloggers (and other malware including rootkits), phishing websites, and session 

hijacking. Recently, many small-scale, little-known malware instances have been observed 

that install malicious software launching keylogging and phishing attacks, these are in 

contrast to large-scale and high-profile worms like Slammer. One reason for this trend might 

be the fact that attackers are increasingly targeting online financial transactions.  

Furthermore, such attacks are fairly easy to launch. For example, attackers can gain 

access to a user’s bank account simply by installing a keylogger on a user PC and collecting 

the user’s banking access information (userid and password). MP-Auth is designed to prevent 

such attacks. MP-Auth primarily focuses on online banking but can be used for general web 

authentication systems as well as at ATMs. In this MP-Auth implementation, cryptographic 

computations and Bluetooth communications took less than a second for login, which believe 

to be an acceptable delay. Despite a main objective of preventing phishing and keylogging 

attacks.  

E. SessionMagnifier: A Simple Approach to Secure and Convenient Kiosk Browsing 

 C. Yue and H. Wang (2009) [8] proposed SessionMagnifier approach. Many people 

use public computers to browse the Web and perform important online activities. However, 

public computers are usually far less trustworthy than peoples’ own computers because they 

are more vulnerable to various security attacks. This paper proposed SessionMagnifier, a 

simple approach to secure and convenient kiosk browsing. The key idea of SessionMagnifier 

is to enable an extended browser on a mobile device and a regular browser on a public 

computer to collaboratively support a Web session. This approach simply requires a 

SessionMagnifier browser extension to be installed on a trusted mobile device. A user can 

securely perform sensitive interactions on the mobile device and conveniently perform other 

browsing interactions on the public computer. A user simply installs the SessionMagnifier 

extension on a PDA browser; nothing needs to be installed or configured on a regular PC 

browser, and no third-party proxy is required. At the network layer, the PC can access the 

PDA via TCP connections. At the application layer, the regular PC browser communicates 

with the extended PDA browser using the HTTP protocol. A user directly uses the PDA 

browser to establish a Web session with a remote Web server. The SessionMagnifier 

extension is responsible for synchronizing the latest HTML webpage document from the 

PDA browser to the PC browser, and it is also responsible for accepting interactions initiated 

from the PC browser and securely performing these interactions on the PDA browser.  

SessionMagnifier can be practically implemented and deployed on popular Web 

browsers. In a kiosk browsing environment, establishing TCP connections between a PDA 

and a PC is feasible, and having Internet access for a PDA is also feasible. Using Wi-Fi, a 

user can easily establish both types of network connections. If Wi-Fi is not available, a user 

can use USB or Bluetooth to enable TCP connections between a PDA and a PC; meanwhile, 

using various Internet access over USB or Internet access over Bluetooth techniques (e.g., 

Microsoft ActiveSync), a user can also easily obtain Internet access for a PDA. Therefore, 

SessionMagnifier can be practically used in kiosks. The SessionMagnifier extension consists 

of four main components: connection control, request authentication, request processing, and 
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response generation. In addition, it also contains an initial webpage, which is an HTML file 

to be sent to a regular PC browser. We still use the previous motivating example to describe 

the roles played by the four components and the initial webpage in a kiosk browsing session. 

F. oPass: A User Authentication Protocol Resistant to Password Stealing and Password 

Reuse Attacks 

Hung-Min Sun, Yao-Hsin Chen, and Yue-Hsun Lin (2012) [9] proposed user 

authentication protocol resist to password reuse attacks. An adversary can launch several 

password stealing attacks to snatch passwords, such as phishing, keyloggers and malware. In 

this paper, we design a user authentication protocol named oPass which leverages a user’s 

cellphone and short message service to thwart password stealing and password reuse attacks. 

oPass only requires each participating website possesses a unique phone number, and 

involves a telecommunication service provider in registration and recovery phases. Through 

oPass, users only need to remember a long-term password for login on all websites. Besides 

the password reuse attack, it is also important to consider the effects of password stealing 

attacks. Adversaries steal or compromise passwords and impersonate user’s ident ities to 

launch malicious attacks, collect sensitive information, perform unauthorized payment 

actions, or leak financial secrets [3]–[6]. Phishing is the most common and efficient password 

stealing attack. Many previous studies have proposed schemes to defend against password 

stealing attacks [2]–[7]. Some researches focus on three-factor authentication rather than 

password-based authentication to provide more reliable user authentication. Three-factor 

authentication depends on what you know (e.g., password), what you have (e.g., token), and 

who you are (e.g., biometric). To pass the authentication, the user must input a password and 

provide a pass code generated by the token (e.g., RSA SecureID [10]). 

Therefore, the main concept of oPass is free users from having to remember or type 

any passwords into conventional computers for authentication. Unlike generic user 

authentication, oPass involves a new component, the cellphone, which is used to generate 

one-time passwords and a new communication channel, SMS, which is used to transmit 

authentication messages. oPass presents the following advantages. 

1) Anti-malware—Malware (e.g., keylogger) that gather sensitive information from users, 

especially their passwords are surprisingly common. In oPass, users are able to log into web 

services without entering passwords on their computers. Thus, malware cannot obtain a 

user’s password 

from untrusted computers. 

2) Phishing Protection—Adversaries often launch phishing attacks to steal users’ passwords 

by cheating users when they connect to forged websites. As mentioned above, oPass allows 

users to successfully log into websites without revealing passwords to computers. Users who 

adopt oPass are guaranteed to withstand phishing attacks. 

3) Secure Registration and Recovery—In oPass, SMS is an out-of-band communication 

interface. oPass cooperates with the telecommunication service provider (TSP) in order to 

obtain the correct phone numbers of websites and users respectively. SMS aids oPass in 

establishing a secure channel for message exchange in the registration and recovery phases. 

Recovery phase is designed to deal with cases where a user loses his cellphone. With the aid 

of new SIM cards, oPass still works on new cellphones. 
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4) Password Reuse Prevention and Weak Password Avoidance — oPass achieves one-time 

password approach. The cellphone automatically derives different passwords for each login. 

That is to say, the password is different during each login. Under this approach, users do not 

need to remember 

any password for login. They only keep a longterm password for accessing their cellphones, 

and leave the rest of the work to oPass. 

5) Cellphone Protection — An adversary can steal users’ cellphones and try to pass through 

user authentication. However, the cellphones are protected by a long-term password. The 

adversary cannot impersonate a legal user to login without being detected. 

The assumptions in oPass system are as follows. 

1) Each web server possesses a unique phone number. Via the phone number, users can 

interact with each website through an SMS channel. 

2) The users’ cellphones are malware-free. Hence, users can safely input the long-term 

passwords into cellphones. 

3) The telecommunication service provider (TSP) will participate in the registration and 

recovery phases. The TSP is a bridge between subscribers and web servers. It provides a 

service for subscribers to perform the registration and recovery progress with each web 

service. For example, a subscriber inputs her id ID and a web server’s id ID to start to execute 

the registration phase. Then, the TSP forwards the request and the subscriber’s phone number 

to the corresponding web server based on the received ID. 

4) Subscribers (i.e., users) connect to the TSP via 3G connections to protect the transmission. 

5) The TSP and the web server establish a secure sockets layer (SSL) tunnel. Via SSL 

protocol, the TSP can verify the server by its certificate to prevent phishing attacks. With the 

aid of TSP, the server can receive the correct sent from the subscriber. 

6) If a user loses her cellphone, she can notify her TSP to disable her lost SIM card and apply 

a new card with the same phone number. Therefore, the user can perform the recovery phase 

using a new cellphone. 

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

An OTP is a password that is valid for only ONE login session or transaction and after 

that it becomes obsolete. It is also known as a dynamic password. Besides that, static 

passwords have many other shortcomings. It is a hassle for users, having to remember a lot of 

passwords for different systems or applications. Another problem with static password is it is 

a drain for helpdesks; more than half of all end user calls relate to password problems such as 

lost, forgotten or compromised passwords. Management and security managers are also 

getting headaches with the use of static passwords as the weak authentication method renders 

user not accountable or responsible for their actions. Besides that, with a static password, we 

can never know when it is stolen until it is too late. So OTP is secured password mechanism 

for all authentication process. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Authentication mechanisms provide the cornerstone for security for many distributed 

systems, especially for increasingly popular online applications. For decades, widely used, 

traditional authentication methods included passwords and PINs that are now inadequate to 

protect online users and organizations from ever more sophisticated attacks. This study 

proposed an improvement to traditional authentication mechanisms. The solution introduced 
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here includes a one-time-password (OTP) and incorporates the concept of multiple levels and 

multiple channels. Therefore this paper proposed about to secure user identity and  user 

authentication. 
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